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1. 75%Key layout + wheel with music rhythm mode

3. FN combination key function
3.1 Turn on the white light for light racing, and the side lights are also white. After the horse light is

completed, the backlight and side lights return to the previous lighting mode. The button backlight

defaults to left and right waves, and the side lights default to RGB light racing.

3.2 When NUM CAPS is locked, the key is bright white, and when the key is unlocked, the backlight runs

with the backlight

3.3 Color synchronization: The button backlight is completely synchronized with the color of the side light.

For example, when the button backlight is RGB, the color of the side light is also RGB; when the button

backlight is blue, the side light is also blue. The lighting effect mode operates separately and

independently, only the color will be synchronized.。

3.4 FN Combination function：

FN +

Combination keys Function Describe

ESC Reset

W WASD and arrow keys switch One-touch switch

Single press the

scroll wheel

Play / Pause Default

Press and hold the

scroll wheel for 3S

Mode switch Volume adjustment and backlight brightness

adjustment

→ Adjust the light color 7 color adjustment

-_ Backlight slows down 5 speed (side light speed synchronization)

=+ Faster backlight 5 speed (side light speed synchronization)

DEL ON/OFF Backlight Backlight off (on every time you plug and

unplug)

END Side light mode switch With OFF without memory

PGUP Backlight mode switching one-way cycle

PGDN Backlight mode switching one-way cycle

Space
Light color switch

Space LED displays colorful lighting effects

Other LEDs display monochrome solid light

Press the space again, the light selects the RGB



color display

Press other keys to select the corresponding

monochrome display

Wheel (Volume

Mode)

Left V-/Right V+ default mode

Scroll Wheel

(Brightness Mode)

Decrease brightness to the

left, increase brightness to

the right

Side light speed sync

WIN-L Lock WIN Bright white light, unlock LED syncs with

backlight

4.Description of lighting effects
After power-on, the light runs around the keyboard with bright white light, and the tail goes out. After

running all the keys, the light state before power-off is restored.

The lighting order of the lighting mode is from top to bottom according to the table, and there is OFF after

the mode is finally switched off.

Name

Adjustable content

describebright

ness

speed color directio

n

Always bright √ white

light

The full keyboard light is always on

Go with the

flow

√ √ √ √ The light is wavy and flows horizontally from left to right

(default)

Judgment of

Light

√ √ The full keyboard shows a solid color and changes slowly

Breathe √ √ √ The brightness of the whole keyboard changes according

to the breathing curve

Colorful

clouds

√ √ √ √ The lights are in the state of flowing clouds, flowing

horizontally

Turnaround √ √ √ √ The light surrounds the center of the keyboard and keeps

going around

Ripples √ √ √ After triggering the button, around the trigger point, the

center spreads the display

Snow

without a

trace

√ √ √ Press the button, the light stays on, and the light trails off

when released

Run away √ √ √ After the button is triggered, the trigger point spreads

horizontally to both sides

Blooming

flowers

√ √ √ RGB: Colorful display of button lights, and colorful RGB

Solid Color: Presents a star twinkling effect

Undercurrent √ √ √ Random combination of lights, surging changes



Meteor

catches the

moon

√ √ √ The lights are displayed in a colorful gradient line by line,

chasing each other

Dapeng

spreads its

wings

√ √ √ The lighting simulates the Dapeng bird flapping its wings,

flapping up and down

The flow is

endless

√ √ √ The lights are displayed row by row from left to right,

interspersed and flowed.

Raining √ √ √ The lights simulate rain, and the raindrops fall from top to

bottom

both sides √ √ The light swings left and right to display, and the

playback speed increases with the speed of the keys

Unity √ √ The full keyboard displays a solid color. When a key is

input, the display color deepens. When there is no key

input, the color is restored.

fast passion √ √ Lights converge/diffuse at the center of the keyboard,

and playback speed increases with keystroke speed

5.Lighting customization
4.1.Press FN+~ to invoke custom backlight, only one set of custom memory lights is supported。

4.2.Custom light editing: After pressing Fn+~ to invoke the custom backlight, press Fn+~ again to start

editing the light; at this time ~ the light starts to flash,

Fn+Right Switch the color, the ~ key light color starts to change, after selecting the light color, press the

key you want to emit light, you can start editing the light. Press Fn+~ again after editing to save the edited

light.


